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Abstract: The article is dedicated to the notion and method of modeling, description of this phenomenon in
science, scientific approaches to definition of modeling, its application in didactics and foreign language
education as an effective means for forming foreign language professional lexical competence. The analysis of
the method and approaches to modeling and its interpretation highlighted in the article allowed to understand
its importance and applicability in the field of foreign language education practice. In this article the notion,
phenomenon and method of modeling alongside with approaches to its definition in science, its application in
didactics and foreign language education as an effective means for forming foreign language professional
lexical competence were described. Various models contributing to forming lexical competence are constructed
and presented in the article and might be taken into account by the beginning language teachers as guidelines
for designing professional lexical training and foreign language courses for specific purposes. 
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INTRODUCTION always underline that the models in all cases act as

Studying books published on the problems of the the latter, but are not identical to them. Model-based
English language methodology [1-4] reveals that the object and its analogues reveal, according to V.A.Shtoff,
situation in Russia in the field of ESP training needs the similarity of both at the level of structures functions”
improvement, especially in the sphere of new foreign [5].
language specific purposes training courses design and The model may serve as the original substitute at four
development of speaking skills for professional levels: a) at the level of elements; b) at the level of
communication. structures; c) at the level of conduct or function; d) at the

In the Methodology as well as in General Didactics level of results.
the method of modeling is widely used for studying The models can be material (physical) and ideal
pedagogical processes that are connected with speaking (mental images of objects and the relations between
skills acquiring. them). The operation of ideal models is carried out by the

Modeling is the general method of different means of language (language tools). In this case words
phenomena scientific research, composed of the and sentences serve as the real objects, actions, relations
construction and research of special objects (systems)- replacement. The perfect images are recorded with the
models (material or code) of other objects-original or help of the articulated speech.
prototype. The models in the pedagogical researches execute

An artificially created for the study phenomenon certain epistemological functions: a) illustrative; b)
(object, process, situation, etc.) that is similar to other transmission; c) explanatory; d) predictive.
phenomenon (object, process, situation, etc.), the With  the   help of   constructed   models   one   can
research of which is hindered or even impossible is meant a) illustrate a particular area of knowledge; b) study the
under the “model”. The scientists occupied with modeling process   of  speaking  skills  and   abilities  development;

analogues of the objects of study, i.e. they are similar to
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c) monitor the learners’ process of the language and The process of modeling occurs, as a rule, on several
speaking abilities development. The models, from their levels-psychological and pedagogical. At the
part, permit one to define what knowledge there should psychological level teacher’s activity for the formulating
be, what characteristics speaking skills and abilities being modeling’s objective starts. During the objective
formed should have. From the point of view of the search definition’s modeling model’s required characteristics are
results, it gives the scientist the concept of a) what set. The characteristics are aimed to identify something on
should be constructed; b) what neoformations should be which the model is orientated: on new knowledge
constructed; c) what the recommended system forms. The accumulation, on speaking skills and abilities
answers to the following questions give the opportunity development, on lingual and speaking learners’ abilities
to a) determine the training system importance and development. In this context the contingent which has
efficiency; b) make a conscious search for the ways to formed the needed characteristics are determined; the
enhance the language learning process. settings under study are defined more precisely. The

The Main Part: The modeling of different aspects of submission comes. 
foreign language teacher training activities within the The pedagogical level of modeling is connected with
framework of the professionally-oriented specific purpose the special pedagogical structure creation that is aimed at
training is widely spread. The procedure is aimed at the the pedagogical process intensification, the training
optimum variant research of the training impact of a activities of the teacher (instructor) to learn the language
teacher on the educational process, on the one hand and as a means of professional communication, particularly
on the learner, on the other hand. this become true in socio-pedagogical sphere [8].

One of the most influential models in foreign In relation to the topic of the research held by us,
pedagogical science comes from Levelt. This model foreign language professional lexical competence
breaks speech production into four separate cognitive formation was defined as the modeling object; the amount
processes: 1) conceptualization; 2) utterance production; of knowledge that could help the students to learn
3) speech actualization; 4) self-monitoring [6]. Another professionally-oriented specific purpose lexical system of
popular model used at the design of specific purposes the studied language is identified among the common
language courses is Lee’s Classroom Model introduced system of lexical knowledge. In this context the
in his book Tasks and Communicating in the Language formulation of certain features of the learner’s personality,
Classroom where the author outlines criteria for stages of their self-realization that could influence, to a
operationalizing communication [7]. certain extent, the process of the foreign language

The constructed model of professional vocabulary professional lexical competence formation is occurred.
training should meet the specific requirements. Among This idea is especially important when modeling various
which there are: a) reproducibility; b) the result which the ESP courses. The set of the model’s components allows
model is orientated on; c) model’s testability (its the teacher to get a general idea of the foreign language
verifiability); d) model’s updating and development in professional lexical competence structure and properties.
general and its separate elements. The created model allows to: a) determine the lexical

During the pedagogical model constructing it is competence structure; b) describe the role and placing of
necessary to go through several stages of its creation. It its separate components; c) formulate the requirements
is usually said about the 5 stages. We define them as that are produced to the process of the competence
follows: a) the definition of the object of study; b) the formation; d) describe the lexical competence levels and
activation of the total knowledge about the originals; c) indicators of acquirement (how the process starts and
substantiation of the modeling method necessity how it finishes); e) predict the useful outcome caused by
application; d) the choice of significant variables and the model; à) understand linguistic and didactic processes
postulates; e) the selection of objects that could be easily which may occur [9; 10].
studied. Created  models are  subject  to  certain  verification.

According to the model’s character used in the For  the  verification  purposes  special  tasks  are  used.
scientific research, there are several types of modeling: a) The effectiveness of the constructed model is estimated
mental (ideal); b) physical; c) symbolic (code); d) on  the  basis  of  the  data  obtained  by  measuring  the
mathematic; e) numeral modeling using the computer. quality   of   the  components  of  the  structure  operation.

stage of the hypothesis that is tested (clarified)
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The measurement is assessed by qualitative and set the objective regularities in different kinds of lexical
quantitative indicators. Following this idea, extra attention skills forming.
should be put to the issue of developing assessment The formation of lexical skills of different types of
criteria [11]. speech activity is a complex system process [12]. For

Cognitive-communicative approach in training a penetrating into the different aspects of the vocabulary
foreign language lexis requires the whole pedagogical learning improvement all components of the phenomenon
process modeling of the lexical level units’ assimilation. are constructed. For that aim other models known as
According to the considered approach the process of the functional are created. This type of models clarifies and
professional vocabulary mastering appears as a cognitive specifies the conceptual model. The proposed models are
system (structure). Cognitive system is a component of a interconnected and interdependent. They reveal the
person’s consciousness (mind), his/her general cognition. process of the lexis aspect training from different angles.
Student’s cognitive activity while learning the words of a As the principal one the model of the student’s
language trained is very difficult to observe. That’s why cognitive information processing on the active and
for this purpose the model is created. The model gives the receptive vocabulary training is used. The model consists
clear understanding of the person’s cognitive activity of separate modules. The presented model allows to a)
architectonics (architecture) on the whole, the make the process of lexical training visible; b) determine
participation of some of the cognitive processes in the the impact of each module on this process; c) manage the
lexical skills development (productive and receptive). process of mastering the units of professionally-oriented

In the field of the lexis training there are 2 types of specific purpose lexical minimum (active, potential,
models: a) conceptual and b) functional. Conceptual receptive, receptive-passive) efficiently.
(principal) models are used to develop a system which The model of the lexical information cognitive
would  reflect  the  process  of  cognition  in   more  detail, processing is given below (Figure 1).

Fig. 1: The Model of Lexical Information Cognitive Processing
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Fig. 2: Formation Model of Productive Receptive Lexical Skills

The model is hypothetical. The model, from our point The  information    processing    model    allows    to
of view, allows processing the full range of the semantic a)   make    the    learning    vocabulary    process   visible;
information. The processing essence is brought to the b) determine the impact of each module on this process;
“diversity structuring by highlighting significant, central c) efficiently manage the process of mastering the units of
motives and connections in it” [13]. Obtaining the model professionally-oriented lexical minimum.
as one tools of the pedagogical influence on the The model of the productive and receptive lexical
educational process, a foreign language teacher has the skills formation has great impact on the formation of a
opportunity to see what cognitive components are foreign language professional lexical competence. The
included into the productive and receptive lexical skills model is given below at figure 2. In the presented model
formation process, to evaluate the role and the degree of a) the character of knowledge underlying the formation of
their importance in the process of lexical skills formation, lexical skills; b) the cognitive process’s role and place in
understand and project teaching technologies [14]. the skills formation; c) the stages of the lexical skills

The structure of the cognitive activity allows formation; d) the nature of the interaction of the lexical
managing, to a certain extent, all the process of the and intellectual actions are taken into consideration. The
vocabulary mastering, including that of the final product of the model is to create lexical types on the
professionally-oriented field. In the end, it helps to bring use of particular words. a) students’ identifying actions;
students to an adequate level of practical professionally- b) action  to  individual  lexical operations development;
oriented speaking mastering. The speaking area under c) more complex actions with words, that are fulfilled
discussion enhances students’ speaking skills in a under new conditions, i.e. types are developed, are of
professional field. Mastering of good professional great importance here. 
vocabulary gives students the opportunity to express During the implementation of the model in practice,
thoughts by the available linguistic means. On the basis students’ analytical actions are of great value. In practice
of the identified lexical units one can understand the such actions as a) classification; b) classifying words
thoughts that are contained in the professionally-oriented (sections); c) teacher-controlled categorizing; d)
texts for listening and reading. argumentation; e) generalization; f) making the conclusion
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Fig. 3: Professional Lexical Competence and the Levels of its Formation 

about the form, the meaning structure and the possibilities updated and clarified by our students and post-graduates
of the word usage in the particular situation; g) actions to (K.V. Aleksandrov, B.Brize, U.A. Molchanova,
clarify the word’s lexical background; h) actions on the M.N.Novoselov, I.D. Poltavtsev, A.E.Sizemina).
assessment of the correctness of the foreign words use The professional foreign language lexical competence
and others have a great value. is a complex formation. It includes different types of lexical

The lexical skills and abilities formation indicated in skills that provide forming skills in the features of word
figure 2 leads eventually to the professional lexical forms acquirement, the knowledge assimilation of the
(semantic) competence formation. word semantic structure and the rules of the words use in

Canale and Swain write about the influence of oral and written speech [18]. At the basis of the
language competences development on a person’s ability professional foreign language lexical competence there are
to communicate [15]. different types of lexical skills and abilities. For such

The analysis of numerous works on the professional competence formation it is necessary to take into account
foreign language competence formation [16; 17] helps us personal language and speech experience of the students.
clarify the concept of “professional foreign language The lexical competence as the main part of other
lexical competence”, which we understand as the competences is based on the students’ capabilities. Such
knowledge of the studied language lexis, including such a capability involves a) the ability to predict the words in
lexical elements as the general vocabulary and the the various organizational structures (word combination,
professional terminology and the ability to use them in speech sample, superphrase unity); b) the sense of
speech. language, associated with the ability to guess the

The professional foreign language lexical competence meaning of new words; c) the existence of a certain level
formation is a composition of stages by itself. (Figure 3). of auditory differential sensitivity; d) the ability to make
The notion of “lexical competence” has been constantly linguistic   generalizations;   e)   the   ability   to   create  a
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Fig. 4: General model of work at lexis for professional communication

linguistic hypotheses; f) the ability to produce all kinds of The modeling of the educational process for the
linguistic and metalinguistic extrapolation of the lexical foreign language lexical skills acquisition finishes with the
material are taken into account. The lexical competence general model (Figure 4). The model incorporates all the
formation could not be held without the student’s previously created models to work on various aspects of
personal qualities: professional experience, diligence, foreign language lexis (the model of the lexical information
stress tolerance, analytical mind, observation, assiduity, cognitive processing, the model of the lexical skills
honesty etc. formation, the model of lexical skills training content, the

The  vocabulary  accumulation  occurs  on  the  basis model of education process organization on the
of professionally definite content. The content of the vocabulary mastering (strategies, methods, ways, forms);
learning material undergoes the process of  modeling. the model of the professional lexical competence level
The real elements of the studied language and their mental formation). In the general model of lexical work such
components are singled out in the content. In this relation aspects as a character of the programmed kinds of speech
it is necessary to achieve the correct ratio of the real and activity interaction, the character of different types of
mental  components  of   the  vocabulary  training.  The lexical skills interaction, the system of lexically aimed
intellectual components play act specifically in the exercises that combine private subsystem of
scheme. professionally-oriented specific purposes exercises. 
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The general model of work at lexis for professional professional lexical competence were described. Created
communication takes into account the regularities,
established by cognitive psychologists, of lexical
knowledge gaining, structuring, keeping and practice. It
considers a) the character of the word meaning in the
basis of lexical knowledge; b) peculiarities of cognitive
processes (perception, recognition, identification and
understanding); c) stages of formation of productive and
receptive lexical skills; d) the nature of the interaction of
intellectual action and lexical stereotypes (types).

Modeling of the different sides of the pedagogical
process on the formation of foreign language professional
lexical competence allows to properly use the generalized
cognitive processes (prediction, coding, transfer). The
processes provide us with a) the development of the
linguistic synthesis ability; b) flexibility verbal thinking;
c) increase of the lexical self-correction level due to the
lexical reflection. Modeling as a method of scientific
cognition theoretically justifies the productive and
receptive vocabulary training technology on the basis of
the cognitive and competence-based approaches and
provides achievement of positive results at minimum time.

Lexis is the basis of language [19]. Nation emphasizes
that learning vocabulary is a cumulative process and that
it must be deliberately taught, learned and recycled [20].
Various models contributing to forming lexical
competence constructed and presented in the article and
might be taken into account by the beginning teachers as
guidelines for designing professional lexical training and
foreign language courses for specific purposes demanded
in the professional education, understanding "the
connection between ways of teaching ESP and the ideas
about language and language learning they are based on"
[21]. setting lexical tasks that should be “comprehensible
and attainable” [7], decrease foreign language learning
anxiety [22]. The ideas presented in the article can also aid
in designing an in-service teacher education courses for
“ESP” [3]. 

CONCLUSION

The analysis of the method and approaches to
modeling and its interpretation highlighted in the article
allowed to understand its importance and applicability in
the field of foreign language education practice. In this
article the notion, phenomenon and method of modeling
alongside with approaches to its definition in science, its
application in didactics and foreign language education as
an   effective    means    for    forming    foreign   language

within the project 036-F of the Program of Strategical
Development of Perm State Humanitarian-Pedagogical
University.
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